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Abstract

In bouncing cosmology, the primordial fluctuations are generated in a cosmic contraction phase

before the bounce into the current expansion phase. For a nonsingular bounce, curvature and

anisotropy grow rapidly during the bouncing phase, raising questions about the reliability of per-

turbative analysis. In this paper, we study the evolution of adiabatic perturbations in a nonsingu-

lar bounce by nonperturbative methods including numerical simulations of the nonsingular bounce

and the covariant formalism for calculating nonlinear perturbations. We show that the bounce is

disrupted in regions of the universe with significant inhomogeneity and anisotropy over the back-

ground energy density, but is achieved in regions that are relatively homogeneous and isotropic.

Sufficiently small perturbations, consistent with observational constraints, can pass through the

nonsingular bounce with negligible alteration from nonlinearity. We follow scale invariant per-

turbations generated in a matter-like contraction phase through the bounce. Their amplitude in

the expansion phase is determined by the growing mode in the contraction phase, and the scale

invariance is well preserved across the bounce.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A bouncing cosmology is a scenario in which the universe transitions from a previous

contraction phase to the current expansion phase through a “big bounce” [1–4]. In this sce-

nario, the primordial fluctuations that seed structure formation in the early expansion phase

originate from adiabatic perturbations generated in the contraction phase. These adiabatic

perturbations arise as quantum fluctuations when the modes are deep inside the horizon in

the early contraction phase, then become classical when they exit the horizon during the

contraction phase. A large number of nearly scale invariant modes can be produced by var-

ious mechanisms in the contraction phase [5–13]. These modes then have to pass through

the bounce and carry on to the expansion phase. Their power spectra would match current

observations if the adiabatic perturbations remain nearly scale invariant after the bounce.

In a singular bounce, the universe passes through a classical singularity which must

be resolved by a quantum theory of gravity. The prediction of such models relies on a

quantum treatment of the singular bounce [1, 14–17]. Certain matching conditions can be

derived from the requirement of analyticity and unitarity of the bouncing process [8, 18–

22]. The alternative approach is a nonsingular bounce where the universe stops contraction

and reverses to expansion at a finite size, which can be well described by classical general

relativity and effective field theory [10, 11, 23–27]. In such a smooth transition the adiabatic

perturbations evolve classically and can be followed directly through the bounce. A rigorous

analysis of a nonsingular bounce would help display properties and build intuition about

bouncing models, especially if the outcome of the bounce does not depend sensitively on the

details of the bouncing mechanism.

However, there are several reasons to be concerned. First, a nonsingular bounce requires

a violation of the null energy condition (NEC). In order for the cosmic contraction to slow

down to a halt, the effective equation of state parameter of the universe, defined by 3
2
(1+w) =

−Ḣ/H2, must fall below w = −1 for an extended period of time, referred to as the “bouncing

phase”. During this bouncing phase, curvature and anisotropy, with effective equations of

state w = −1
3

and 1 respectively, grow much faster than the background energy density.

Such unstable growth can potentially lead the universe into chaotic mixmaster behavior

that disrupts the bounce altogether [28, 29]. It is therefore important to determine if the

growth of curvature and anisotropy can be kept at a finite level during the bounce.
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Moreover, the growth of curvature perturbations during the bouncing phase may change

the shape of the power spectrum [28]. The power spectrum is given by the amplitude of

adiabatic perturbations of different wavenumbers. The adiabatic modes that exit the horizon

in the contraction phase appear to reenter the horizon near the bounce, since the Hubble

scale 1/aH diverges when H → 0 at the nonsingular bounce whereas the scale factor a

remains finite. If the amplitude of the adiabatic perturbations grows during the bounce and

the growth varies with wavenumber, then the power spectrum would be distorted away from

scale invariance.

The rapid growth of perturbations also raises the question of whether their evolution

becomes nonlinear during the bouncing phase. According to a simple estimate [30, 31], the

adiabatic perturbations become strongly coupled when the magnitude of the dimensionless

parameter ε ≡ −Ḣ/H2 is much larger than 1. Towards a nonsingular bounce, ε approaches

−∞ because H goes to zero and Ḣ is positive. If the strong coupling problem occurs, then

cubic and higher order interaction terms in the action of the adiabatic perturbation become

comparable to and even larger than the quadratic term. Accordingly, the classical evolution

of superhorizon modes may deviate from linearized equations of motion. Such nonlinearity

causes a mixing of modes that alters the power spectrum and induces a large non-Gaussianity.

To analyze the nonlinear evolution of adiabatic perturbations, a nonperturbative calculation

is required.

In this paper, we present a full numerical analysis of a nonsingular bounce. Classical

evolution of the spacetime is followed from near the end of the contraction phase through

the entire bouncing phase into the expansion phase. The Einstein equations coupled with

equations of motion for scalar fields are solved with inhomogeneous and anisotropic initial

conditions. These inhomogeneities represent adiabatic perturbations that have exited the

horizon in the earlier contraction phase and henceforth evolved classically. Our purpose is

to study their behavior during the nonsingular bounce.

Several mechanisms for creating a nonsingular bounce have been studied, which are

based on effective field theories such as ghost condensation [10, 11, 25, 32] and the galileon

[26, 27, 33, 34]. These mechanisms are not well-adapted for numerical simulations because

the covariant generalization of the effective field theories to curved spacetime typically intro-

duce higher derivative terms that are susceptible to numerical instability [35–37]. For our

computation we introduce a minimally coupled massless scalar field with a wrong-signed
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kinetic term – a ghost field – whose stress-energy tensor explicitly breaks the NEC. Such a

ghost field would lead to unstable excitations of negative quanta when coupled to normal

scalar fields and gravity. Here we treat it purely classically as an effective way of creat-

ing a background solution that describes a nonsingular bounce; its energy density is only

significant near the bounce and otherwise negligible. The classical equation of motion for

the ghost field has an identical form to that of a normal scalar field and is well-behaved for

numerical computations. A similar setup has been used in the perturbative calculations of

[23, 38, 39].

In our nonperturbative calculation, the evolution of the spacetime through the bouncing

phase is computed by using harmonic coordinates [40–42]. Compared to other numerical

schemes, like the constant mean curvature gauge, the harmonic gauge does not run into

coordinate singularities during the bouncing phase when a and H are non-monotonic in

time. Another advantage of using harmonic coordinates is that the equations of motion

for metric components are wave-like equations that can be easily solved. To extract the

amplitude of adiabatic perturbations from our numerical results, we compute the nonlinear

and covariant generalization of the curvature perturbation used in linear perturbation theory.

Following the covariant formalism [43, 44], the generalized curvature perturbation is taken

to be the integrated expansion along the integral curve of the normal vector to the constant

time slices. Our numerical methods are sufficiently general and robust to handle nonlinear

evolution with large inhomogeneities.

We show that inhomogeneity and anisotropy can disrupt the nonsingular bounce. In

particular, if the effective density of anisotropy in certain regions of the universe surpasses

the energy density of the ghost field that is responsible for the bounce, then these regions will

keep contracting and collapse to a singularity. On the other hand, regions of the universe that

are relatively homogeneous and isotropic (e.g., those that underwent an ekpyrotic smoothing

phase prior to the bounce) can undergo a nonsingular bounce and continue into the expansion

phase. This picture is dramatically different from that obtained in linear perturbation

analysis where the bounce happens everywhere and almost simultaneously.

For sufficiently small perturbations that pass through the nonsingular bounce, we study

the effect of nonlinearity by measuring the mixing of Fourier modes in the integrated ex-

pansion. We show that, if the amount of inhomogeneity and anisotropy is marginally below

the level that would disrupt the bounce, then the nonlinear terms introduce significant de-
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viation from linear perturbative calculations. Otherwise, if the amount of inhomogeneity

and anisotropy is well below the critical level, then nonlinearity is negligible throughout

the bounce despite the fact that ε → −∞ at the bounce. We compare our results with

the condition of strong coupling, and argue that the latter problem does not occur at the

classical level.

We further examine how the bounce affects the shape of the power spectrum. For the

purpose of illustration, we assume that scale invariant perturbations are generated from

a matter-like contraction phase before the bounce [7, 8]. We find the matching condition

that the amplitude of the adiabatic perturbations in the expansion phase is dominated by

the contribution from the growing mode in the contraction phase. The change in the scale

dependence of the amplitude through the bounce is negligible for small perturbations. The

power spectrum of the adiabatic perturbations remains to be scale invariant after the bounce

with no observable tilt or running.

The nonsingular bouncing model is presented in Section II. The numerical methods for

simulating the nonsingular bounce and computing nonlinear perturbations are explained in

Section III. The results of large inhomogeneity and anisotropy are described in Section IV A,

the problem of nonlinearity and strong coupling is characterized in Section IV B, and the ef-

fect of the bounce on the scale dependence of the power spectrum is studied in Section IV C.

For comparison, a perturbative calculation in the linear harmonic gauge is presented in

Appendix A, with Bunch-Davies initial values given in Appendix B. Conclusions and impli-

cations are discussed in Section V.

II. NONSINGULAR BOUNCING MODEL

For the nonsingular bounce, we consider a model with two scalar fields φ and χ minimally

coupled to gravity, described by the Lagrangian

L = −1
2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ) + 1

2
(∂χ)2. (1)

Here φ is a canonical scalar field with a potential V (φ) = V0 e
−cφ, and χ is a ghost field with

a wrong-signed kinetic term. The conditions are chosen so that the universe is dominated

by the normal scalar field φ during the contraction phase. Under such conditions, the φ

field has a scaling solution in which its energy density scales as 1/a3(1+wφ) with a constant
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equation of state wφ = c2

3
− 1. For c >

√
6 and V0 < 0, this solution is an attractor with

wφ > 1 that is used in the ekpyrotic model [45–47]. Here we consider the other case with

c <
√

6 and V0 > 0, so that wφ < 1 and a nonsingular bounce can be obtained [23]. In this

case, the scaling solution is not an attractor – the initial condition must be fine-tuned in

order to keep wφ nearly constant for a sustained period.

Our computation starts near the end of the contraction phase, assuming that the φ field

has wφ given by the scaling solution and the χ field has negligible energy density. Since

the χ field has only a kinetic term, its equation of state is wχ = 1 that is greater than

wφ. Therefore the negative energy density of the χ field grows as 1/a6 during contraction,

faster than the positive energy density of the φ field. Eventually the total energy density

vanishes and causes a nonsingular bounce, in which the contraction stops and the expansion

begins. Then the energy density of the χ field quickly diminishes and becomes negligible

again compared to that of the φ field.

In a homogeneous, flat, and isotropic background, the equations of motion for the scalar

fields are

φ′′ + a6V,φ = 0, (2)

χ′′ = 0. (3)

Here ′ denotes derivative with respect to the harmonic time t, related to the physical time τ

by dτ = a3dt; it is chosen to satisfy the gauge condition (13), as introduced in Section III A

below. The Friedmann equations in harmonic time are given by

H2 = 1
3

(
1
2
φ′

2
+ a6V − 1

2
χ′

2)
, (4)

H′ = a6V, (5)

where the harmonic Hubble parameter H is defined as H ≡ a′/a.

The background solution can be found by evolving Eqs. (2, 3, 5) and using (4) as a

constraint. The initial values for φ, φ′, χ, χ′, a, and H are set by

φ(0) ≡ φ0 = 0, φ′(0) ≡ a30φ̇0 = −a30

√
2c2V0
6− c2

, (6)

χ(0) ≡ χ0 = 0, χ′(0) ≡ a30χ̇0 = a30

√
12V0

(6− c2)r0
, (7)
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FIG. 1: The background solution of the scale factor a. The harmonic time t is shifted so that the

bounce occurs at t = 0, and rescaled in units of 1/|H0| where H0 is the initial value of the Hubble

parameter.

a(0) ≡ a0 = 1, H(0) ≡ a30H0 = −a30

√
2V0(r0 − 1)

(6− c2)r0
, (8)

We choose c =
√

3 so that initially the φ field obeys the scaling solution with a matter-like

equation of state, wφ = 0; such a matter-like contraction phase can generate scale invariant

adiabatic perturbations before the bounce. r0 represents the initial value of the ratio between

the energy density of the φ field and the χ field, |ρφ/ρχ|. For V0 = 0.1 and r0 = 1000, the

bouncing solution for the scale factor a is shown in Fig. 1. The ratio between the energy

density of the φ and χ fields is shown in Fig. 2, illustrating that the χ field is only significant

near the bounce.

The ghost field χ must be stabilized by some mechanism at the quantum level, which

will not be considered in this paper. Here we only use its classical equation of motion to

effectively describe the nonsingular bouncing process. This simple setup allows us to study

the classical evolution of adiabatic modes that have left the horizon during the contraction

phase. In particular, we will follow the amplitude of the curvature perturbation through the

nonsingular bounce.
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FIG. 2: The ratio between the energy density of the scalar fields φ and χ. The χ field energy

density is significant only near the bounce and otherwise negligible. The time coordinate is scaled

in the same way as in Fig. 1.

III. NUMERICAL METHODS

To analyze the nonsingular bouncing model nonperturbatively, we employ numerical

methods to solve the equations for the spacetime metric and the scalar fields. Our methods

allow a wide range of inhomogeneous, nonflat, and anisotropic initial conditions.

A. Harmonic coordinates

The spacetime can be described by a coordinate system (xµ) = (t, xi) with a metric gµν ,

where t is a timelike coordinate and xi are spacelike coordinates. The full set of equations

include the Einstein equations for the metric gµν and the equations of motion for the scalar

fields φ and χ. From the Lagrangian (1) it follows that the φ and χ fields satisfy the

equations

∇α∇αφ = V ′(φ) , (9)

∇α∇αχ = 0 , (10)

where ∇µ denotes the covariant derivative associated with gµν . The total stress-energy tensor

is given by

Tαβ = ∇αφ∇βφ−∇αχ∇βχ− gαβ
(
1
2
∇γφ∇γφ+ V − 1

2
∇γχ∇γχ

)
. (11)
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Hence the Einstein equations can be written in the trace reversed form as

Rαβ = ∇αφ∇βφ−∇αχ∇βχ+ V gαβ , (12)

where we use reduced Planck units with 8πG ≡ 1.

To solve the Einstein equations, one must first remove the diffeomorphic freedom in the

coordinates by fixing a gauge. This involves choosing a set of time slices, such as the constant

mean curvature slices used in simulating the ekpyrotic contraction phase [47]. However, the

same method is not applicable to the bouncing phase. The mean curvature becomes non-

monotonic in time when the universe enters the bouncing phase from the contraction phase,

and when it exits the bouncing phase to enter the expansion phase. Consequently, in the

presence of inhomogeneities, the constant mean curvature slices stop being spacelike during

these transitions (see Section III B below), rendering the numerical evolution ill-behaved.

So instead, we shall use a different gauge that is well-defined throughout the entire cosmic

transition from contraction to expansion – the harmonic gauge [40–42].

The harmonic coordinates are defined to satisfy the gauge condition

∇α∇αxµ = 0 . (13)

Consequently, the Christoffel symbols Γγαβ must satisfy the condition

gαβΓγαβ = 0 . (14)

Under this condition, the Ricci tensor takes the form

Rαβ = −1
2
gγσ∂γ∂σgαβ + gλµgρν∂µgν(α∂β)gλρ − ΓγσαΓσγβ . (15)

The first term controls the character of the equations, giving rise to hyperbolic differential

equations for the metric components gαβ. These 10 equations are subject to the 4 constraints

given by (14).

To solve the equations numerically, we first reduce them to first order differential equa-

tions in time. Define the variables Pαβ, Pφ, and Pχ by

Pαβ ≡ ∂0gαβ , (16)

Pφ ≡ ∂0φ , (17)

Pχ ≡ ∂0χ . (18)
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Then the Einstein equations (12) become

−g00∂0Pαβ = 2g0k∂kPαβ + gik∂i∂kgαβ − 2gλµgρν∂µgν(α∂β)gλρ

+ 2ΓγσαΓσγβ + 2 (∂αφ∂βφ− ∂αχ∂βχ+ V gαβ) , (19)

and the equations (9, 10) for φ and χ become

−g00∂0Pφ = 2g0k∂kPφ + gik∂i∂kφ− V ′(φ) , (20)

−g00∂0Pχ = 2g0k∂kPχ + gik∂i∂kχ . (21)

To specify initial data, we choose the initial time slice to have constant mean curvature,

K = −3H0. The full metric gµν can be decomposed as

ds2 = −α2dt2 + γij(β
idt+ dxi)(βjdt+ dxj) , (22)

where α, βi are the lapse function and the shift vector, and γij is the spatial metric on the

constant time slice. We can freely choose the lapse and the shift to be α = 1 and βi = 0

initially, then the spatial metric γij and its time derivative ∂0γij = −2Kij must satisfy the

Hamiltonian and momentum constraints,

(3)R +K2 −KijKij = φ̇2 +DiφDiφ+ 2V − χ̇2 −DiχDiχ , (23)

DiK
i
j −DjK = −φ̇ Djφ+ χ̇Djχ . (24)

Here (3)R and Kij are the intrinsic and extrinsic curvature; ˙ denotes the derivative along the

normal vector to the time slice, and Di is the covariant derivative associated with γij. Once

the above constraints are satisfied by the initial data, they will hold at all times as a result

of the evolution equations and the harmonic coordinate condition [42].

The constraint equations (23, 24) can be solved by using the York method [48, 49].

Specifically, we choose the spatial metric to be conformally flat, and decompose the extrinsic

curvature into the trace (i.e., mean curvature) and the traceless parts,

γij ≡ Ψ4δij , (25)

Kij ≡ 1
3
Kγij + Ψ−2Aij . (26)

Define further the variables Qφ and Qχ by

Qφ ≡ Ψ6φ̇ , (27)
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Qχ ≡ Ψ6χ̇ . (28)

The Hamiltonian and momentum constraints then become

∂i∂iΨ = −1
8

(
AijAij +Qφ

2 −Qχ
2
)
Ψ−7 + 1

12
(K2 − 3V )Ψ5 − 1

8

(
∂iφ ∂iφ− ∂iχ∂iχ

)
Ψ , (29)

∂iAij = −Qφ∂jφ+Qχ∂jχ , (30)

where the indices in these two equations are raised and lowered with the flat metric δij.

For simplicity, we restrict our computation to the case with inhomogeneity only along

one spatial dimension (x) with periodic boundary conditions. Then Eq. (30) is solved by

the following ansatz,

Qφ(x) = φ̇0 + f0 cos(mx) , (31)

φ(x) = φ0 + f1 cos(mx) , (32)

Qχ(x) = χ̇0 + f2 cos(mx) , (33)

χ(x) = χ0 + f3 cos(mx) , (34)

and the particular solution

Aij(x) =


A11(x) 0 0

0 λA11(x) 0

0 0 −(1 + λ)A11(x)

 , (35)

where f0, f1, f2, f3, and λ are parameters to choose, and

A11(x) = −φ̇0f1 cos(mx)− 1
4
f0f1 cos(2mx) + χ̇0f3 cos(mx) + 1

4
f2f3 cos(2mx) . (36)

These expressions are then put into Eq. (29) to solve for Ψ(x), using a relaxation method.

The results are substituted into the expressions for γij and its time derivative Pij; the

remaining components g0µ are given by the lapse and the shift, and P0µ are solved from the

constraint (14).

Thus our initial data are specified as follows:

g00(0, x) = −1 , (37)

g0i(0, x) = gi0(0, x) = 0 , (38)
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gij(0, x) = Ψ(x)4δij , (39)

P00(0, x) = 2K , (40)

P0i(0, x) = Pi0(0, x) = −2Ψ(x)−1∂iΨ(x) , (41)

Pij(0, x) = −2
3
KΨ(x)4δij − 2Ψ(x)−2Aij(x) , (42)

φ(0, x) = φ(x) , (43)

Pφ(0, x) = Ψ(x)−6Qφ(x) , (44)

χ(0, x) = χ(x) , (45)

Pχ(0, x) = Ψ(x)−6Qχ(x) . (46)

The parameters φ0, φ̇0, χ0, χ̇0 in (31 - 36) and K = −3H0 are chosen to match the back-

ground values given in (6 - 8), whereas the parameters f0, f1, f2, f3, and λ will be set to

incorporate different amounts of inhomogeneity in the initial data. In the limit of small

inhomogeneities, our choice of initial data represents a single Fourier mode with comoving

wavenumber k = m (see Appendix A). Notice however the terms with double wavenumber

k = 2m in Eq. (36), which represent small nonlinearities that are second order in fi.

The ansatz (31 - 36) can also be generalized to include multiple modes. As an illustration,

the ansatz for two Fourier modes k = m1 and m2 is given by

Qφ(x) = φ̇0 + f0 cos(m1x+ d1) + g0 cos(m2x+ d2) , (47)

φ(x) = φ0 + f1 cos(m1x+ d1) + g1 cos(m2x+ d2) , (48)

Qχ(x) = χ̇0 + f2 cos(m1x+ d1) + g2 cos(m2x+ d2) , (49)

χ(x) = χ0 + f3 cos(m1x+ d1) + g3 cos(m2x+ d2) , (50)

and

A11(x) =−
(
φ̇0f1 − χ̇0f3

)
cos(m1x+ d1)− 1

4

(
f0f1 − f2f3

)
cos(2m1x+ 2d1)

−
(
φ̇0g1 − χ̇0g3

)
cos(m2x+ d2)− 1

4

(
g0g1 − g2g3

)
cos(2m2x+ 2d2)

− (f0g1m2 + f1g0m1)− (f2g3m2 + f3g2m1)

2(m1 +m2)
cos
(
(m1 +m2)x+ (d1 + d2)

)
− (f0g1m2 − f1g0m1)− (f2g3m2 − f3g2m1)

2(m2 −m1)
cos
(
(m2 −m1)x+ (d2 − d1)

)
. (51)
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The parameters f0, f1, f2, f3 specify the Fourier mode k = m1 as before, whereas the new

parameters g0, g1, g2, g3 are chosen to specify the second mode with k = m2. Notice the

appearance of mixed modes with k = m2 ± m1 in (51); their amplitude is quadratically

suppressed initially, just like the double wavenumber modes with k = 2m1 and 2m2.

In our numerical computation, starting from the initial values (37 - 46), Eqs. (16 - 21) are

evolved until one of the grid points first reaches future infinity. This is possible because the

physical time τ = +∞ is compactified to a finite harmonic time t; indeed, for a homogeneous

expansion with a ∼ τ 2/3(1+w) and w < 1, the integral t =
∫
a−3dτ converges at τ = +∞. The

dynamical equations are evolved by using the iterated Crank-Nicholson method, with spatial

derivatives evaluated by using standard second-order-accurate centered finite differences.

The numerical convergence is tested by repeating the computation at successively higher

resolutions and computing the left hand side of the constraint equation (14); the numerical

residues vanish quadratically with the resolution, confirming second order convergence. The

results presented below are computed at a baseline resolution with 128 grid points, and a

CFL factor of 0.5. Typical errors of the numerical solutions calculated from convergence

studies are less than ∼ 0.1%.

B. Covariant formalism

The above numerical scheme will be used to calculate the amplitude of adiabatic per-

turbations. The adiabatic modes are often studied by using the gauge invariant variable

ζ, defined as the curvature perturbation on the uniform density slicing [50]. This quantity

is convenient for studying the power spectrum of primordial fluctuations in the expansion

phase, because it is invariant under gauge transformations as well as conserved on super-

horizon scales. However, it is defined as a particular combination of linear perturbations of

the metric and scalar fields. To extract the amplitude from our numerical computations,

we look for a nonlinear generalization of the curvature perturbation that can be covariantly

defined.

Here we follow the covariant formalism [43, 44, 51–53]. In this approach, the cosmological

perturbations are defined in a geometrical way without referring to specific coordinates.

Such covariant variables are interpreted as perturbations because they vanish identically in

a homogeneous, flat, and isotropic background; but they are fully nonperturbative quantities
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not restricted to linear order in a perturbative expansion. Therefore it is appropriate to use

such variables to study the nonlinear evolution of adiabatic perturbations. This approach is

closely related to the δN formalism [54–58]. The latter approach is often used to calculate

the superhorizon curvature perturbations based on the separate universe approximation

[59, 60], and can be shown to agree with the covariant formalism on large scales [61].

Let nµ be the timelike normal vector to the constant time slices. This unit vector can

be regarded as the 4-velocity of a fiducial Eulerian observer [62], for whom the constant

time slice is truly synchronous. Therefore the spacetime as decomposed in a particular 3+1

slicing describes the cosmic evolution as measured by the corresponding Eulerian observer.

The worldline of the Eulerian observer is the integral curve of the normal vector nµ. The

volume expansion of the congruence of those worldlines is given by

θ ≡ ∇µnµ , (52)

which represents three times the local Hubble expansion rate. Then the integrated expansion

can be defined as

N ≡
∫
θ

3
dτ , (53)

where the integration is along the integral curve of nµ, and τ is the proper time given by the

lapse function α through dτ = α dt. The integrated expansion N can be considered as the

local number of e-folds of Hubble expansion, and is defined up to an integration constant

for each worldline. It is a covariant quantity that satisfies the equation

Ṅ =
θ

3
, i.e. nµ∂µN =

1

3
∇µnµ . (54)

Note that this quantity N depends on the choice of the spacetime slicing through the normal

vector nµ.

In the covariant formalism, the integrated expansion N is used to define a covector [43]

ζµ ≡ ∂µN −
Ṅ
ρ̇
∂µρ , (55)

whose components ζi describe the spatial gradient of N on the uniform density slice where

ρ = const. This covector ζµ vanishes in a homogeneous background, and in that sense

defines a true perturbation that is fully nonperturbative. It is a generalization of the linear

perturbation

ζ ≡ −ψ − H

ρ̇
δρ , (56)
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which describes the curvature perturbation ψ (see Appendix A) in the uniform density gauge

where δρ = 0.

More generally, the nonlinear curvature perturbation in a particular gauge with normal

vector nµ can be described by the covector

− ψµ ≡ DµN = ∂µN − Ṅnµ , (57)

where the integrated expansion N is defined with respect to the same vector nµ. Here Dµ is

the covariant derivative projected onto the spatial hypersurface, Dµ ≡ (gµν+nµnν)∇ν . Note

that −ψi = ∂iN in the coordinates adapted to the slicing, since the spatial components ni

vanish identically. In general, at linear order, ψi reduces to the gradient of the linear cur-

vature perturbation ψ in the same gauge [43]. Therefore, the negative integrated expansion

−N is a covariant and nonlinear generalization of the linear curvature perturbation ψ.

Indeed, the homogeneous part of N equals the number of e-folds N in the homogeneous

background,

N =

∫
H dt = ln a , (58)

where the scale factor a is set to be 1 initially. At linear order, the inhomogeneous part of

N is given by, up to an integration constant, [44]

N (1) = −ψ +
1

3

∫
∇2σ dt , (59)

where σ is the shear perturbation (see Appendix A). On superhorizon scales, neglecting the

gradient term, the inhomogeneous part of N then becomes

δN ≡ N −N ≈ −ψ , (60)

provided that N = −ψ on the initial time slice. This is the δN formula for computing

the curvature perturbation ψ on superhorizon scales [56, 57]. In practice, N is often calcu-

lated by making the separate universe approximation that N (t, xi) ≈ N(φI(t0, x
i)), where

N(φI(t0, x
i)) is the homogeneous number of e-folds as a function of the scalar fields φI on

different patches of the initial time slice [56–58].

Instead of using the δN formalism, we can solve forN directly from Eq. (54). To calculate

the perturbation in a particular gauge, nµ should be chosen as the unit normal vector to

the corresponding time slices. In harmonic coordinates, the normal vector to the constant
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harmonic time slices is given by

n(h)
µ =

(
− 1/

√
−g00, 0, 0, 0

)
. (61)

This vector will be used in Eq. (54) to compute N (h) in the harmonic gauge. The initial

value is set to be N (h)(0, x) = 2 log Ψ(x), so that gij(0, x) = e2N (0,x)δij by Eq. (39).

Ideally, we would also like to calculate the integrated expansion N (φ) on the constant φ

hypersurface, which is the generalization of the curvature perturbation −Rφ in the comoving

φ gauge. N (φ) should be calculated by using n
(φ)
µ = ∂µφ/

√
−(∂φ)2, which is the normal

vector to the constant φ hypersurfaces. However, the comoving φ gauge is not well-defined

in the bouncing phase when there is inhomogeneity. Near the bounce the φ field switches

from decreasing to increasing, causing ∂0φ to vanish at a certain point along the worldline.

As a result, the normal vector n
(φ)
µ stops being timelike near that point, and the constant

φ hypersurface fails to be a spatial slicing. (The same problem happens in other commonly

used gauges as well, including the uniform density gauge, constant mean curvature gauge,

and uniform integrated expansion gauge.) Therefore we cannot calculate N (φ) directly in

the numerical computation.

Hence, in our numerical computations, we will first solve for N (h) in the harmonic gauge.

Our purpose is to check whether its evolution becomes nonlinear, in which case the adia-

batic perturbations would no longer remain scale invariant after the bounce. Otherwise, if

nonlinearity remains small during the bouncing phase, then the curvature perturbation can

be reliably calculated by linear perturbation theory. In that case, the comoving curvature

perturbation Rφ can be reconstructed from our results in the harmonic gauge by

Rφ ≈ −δN +
Ṅ

φ̇(0)
δφ , (62)

where φ(0) and δφ are the homogeneous part of φ and the deviation from it, similar to

Eq. (60). We will use the reconstructed amplitude of Rφ to study the power spectrum of

the adiabatic perturbations.

IV. RESULTS

We explore three questions concerning the evolution of adiabatic perturbations through

the nonsingular bounce. First, can inhomogeneity and anisotropy ever grow enough to
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disrupt the bounce altogether? Second, if the perturbations can pass through the bounce

without disrupting it, does their evolution become sufficiently nonlinear or strongly coupled

to cause mode-mixing and distortion? Third, even if the nonlinearity is negligible throughout

the bounce, does the scale dependence of the amplitude change as a result of the bounce

so as to tilt the power spectrum away from scale-invariance? We show that for sufficiently

small perturbations, consistent with the observed amplitude of primordial fluctuations, the

answer to all three questions are negative.

A. Inhomogeneity and anisotropy

Our simulation of the nonsingular bounce starts from the initial data given in (37 -

46), with the ansatz (31 - 36) that describes a single Fourier mode in the limit of small

perturbations. In addition to the dynamical variables φ, χ, and gµν , we calculate the volume

expansion θ at every spatial point. The Hamiltonian constraint (29) can be written as a

generalized Friedmann equation [29],

(1
3
θ)2 = 1

3

(
Eφ + Eχ − 1

2
(3)R + σ2

)
. (63)

Here Eφ and Eχ are the energy density of the scalar fields,

Eφ = 1
2

(
φ̇2 +DiφDiφ

)
+ V (φ) , (64)

Eχ = −1
2

(
χ̇2 +DiχDiχ

)
, (65)

(3)R is the spatial curvature, and σ2 measures the amount of anisotropy,

σ2 ≡ 1
2
σijσij ≡ 1

2

(
Kij − 1

3
Kδij

)(
Kij − 1

3
Kδij

)
. (66)

Our computational results are presented in terms of the expansion θ, normalized by 3|H0|

where H0 is the initial value of the Hubble parameter in the homogeneous solution, as well

as the ratios |Eφ/Eχ|, |12
(3)R/Eχ|, and |σ2/Eχ|, where the last ratio represents the relative

amount of anisotropy as compared to the χ field energy density.

Here is an example in which the universe undergoes a smooth nonsingular bounce, with

parameters

m = 0.01, λ = −0.3.
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FIG. 3: Local expansion θ as a function of the coordinate x at select times, computed with

parameters in (67). The spatial coordinate x is scaled in units of 1/|H0| which is the size of a

Hubble length at the initial time, t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 1 so that t = 0 corresponds

to the bounce in the homogeneous solution. The expansion θ is scaled in units of 3|H0|. In this

inhomogeneous case, the nonsingular bounce occurs when θ crosses zero from below, which happens

at different times for different spatial points.

f0 = −0.003, f1 = 0.001, (67)

f2 = 0.002, f3 = −0.005.

The numerical result for the expansion θ at select times is plotted in Fig. 3. The nonsin-

gular bounce happens when the expansion θ crosses zero from below. Note that, due to

inhomogeneities, the bounce happens at different times for different spatial points. Fig. 4

shows the ratios |Eφ/Eχ|, |12
(3)R/Eχ|, and |σ2/Eχ|, as defined in Eq. (63). It can be seen that

the magnitude of curvature and anisotropy remain small compared to the energy density

of the scalar fields. Note that the ratio |σ2/Eχ| stays constant over time, just like in the

homogeneous case where they have the same (effective) equation of state w = 1. The ratio

|Eφ/Eχ| shows that the χ field energy density starts much smaller than that of the φ field

and becomes substantial only near the bounce, as in the homogeneous case shown in Fig. 2.

Consider another example in which the initial perturbation amplitude is larger than the

amplitude in (67), with parameters

f0 = −0.03, f1 = 0.01,
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FIG. 4: (color online) |Eφ/Eχ| (black continuous), |12
(3)R/Eχ| (red dashed), and |σ2/Eχ| (blue

dotted) as a function of the coordinate x at select times, computed with parameters in (67). x and

t coordinates are scaled in the same way as in Fig. 3. In this example, curvature and anisotropy

are negligible compared to the energy density of the scalar fields.

f2 = 0.018, f3 = −0.05. (68)

In this example, the expansion θ remains negative in the middle range of the coordinate

x shown in Fig. 5, indicating that this part of the universe keeps contracting and never

bounces. The reason is that, in this region the negative energy density of the χ field, which

is supposed to induce the bounce, is overtaken by the anisotropy. As shown in Fig. 6, the

ratio |σ2/Eχ| is greater than 1 in the shaded region. Since anisotropy grows at the same

rate as the χ field energy density, the latter will never overtake the anisotropy to induce the

bounce. Hence this part of the universe will collapse into a singularity, in contrast to the

rest of space that will pass through a nonsingular bounce.

This example presents a scenario of nonsingular bouncing cosmology in which the non-

singular bounce does not occur everywhere in the universe, but only in separate regions that

are relatively homogeneous and isotropic. The difference in the future evolution of separate

regions is caused by large inhomogeneities that can only be precisely calculated using a

nonperturbative approach such as the one presented here.

A quantitative figure-of-merit for determining whether a certain part of the universe will

undergo a nonsingular bounce is the ratio |σ2/Eχ| between the anisotropy and the energy

density of the χ field. Since this ratio remains constant during the cosmic evolution in our
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FIG. 5: Local expansion θ as a function of the coordinate x at select times, computed with

parameters in (68). x and t coordinates and the expansion θ are scaled in the same way as in

Fig. 3. The nonsingular bounce does not occur in the shaded region (shown here in the middle of

the x range, though recall that x is periodic and each panel covers a single period) where the ratio

|σ2/Eχ| is greater than 1, see Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6: (color online) |Eφ/Eχ| (black continuous), |12
(3)R/Eχ| (red dashed), and |σ2/Eχ| (blue

dotted) as a function of the coordinate x at select times, computed with parameters in (68); see

Fig. 5 for the expansion at corresponding times. x and t coordinates are scaled in the same way

as in Fig. 3. In this example, |σ2/Eχ| > 1 in the shaded region (shown here in the middle of the x

range), preventing a nonsingular bounce.
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FIG. 7: Local expansion θ as a function of the coordinate x at select times, computed with

parameters in (69). x and t coordinates and the expansion θ are scaled in the same way as in

Fig. 3. Part of the space (shown here in the middle region of the range of the periodic x coordinate)

bounces at a much later time compared to the other regions, causing inhomogeneity at late times.

model, it is already set by the initial data. Therefore, regions where this ratio is initially

less than 1 will undergo a nonsingular bounce, whereas regions with a ratio greater than 1

will not.

This criterion also helps to estimate the effect of nonlinearity during the bounce. For a

ratio |σ2/Eχ| less than but close to 1, the substantial amount of anisotropy has a nonlinear

effect on the bouncing process. A marginal case is given by the parameters

f0 = −0.01, f1 = 0.003,

f2 = 0.007, f3 = −0.015. (69)

Fig. 7 shows the local expansion θ at select times, and Fig. 8 shows the ratios |Eφ/Eχ|,

|1
2
(3)R/Eχ|, and |σ2/Eχ|. In this example, the ratio σ2/|Eχ| reaches a maximum of ∼ 10−2

near the middle of the x range in the figure. Accordingly, the bounce in this region is much

delayed relative to other regions, making the universe spatially inhomogeneous. The large

anisotropy as compared to the χ field energy density also implies that perturbative analysis

is not accurate, since in linear perturbation theory anisotropy is a second order effect that

must be negligible. Therefore in this case we also expect significant nonlinear effects in the

evolution of adiabatic perturbations, as discussed in Section IV B.

Our computation shows that the presence of large inhomogeneity and anisotropy with
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FIG. 8: (color online) |Eφ/Eχ| (black continuous), |12
(3)R/Eχ| (red dashed), and |σ2/Eχ| (blue

dotted) as a function of the coordinate x at select times, computed with parameters in (69). x

and t coordinates are scaled in the same way as in Fig. 3. In this marginal case, the ratio |σ2/Eχ|

between the anisotropy and the χ field energy density reaches as high as 10−2, causing significant

nonlinearity.

respect to the energy density of the χ field before the bouncing phase results in nonlinear

growth of curvature and anisotropy that can disrupt the nonsingular bounce. On the other

hand, sufficiently small perturbations can pass through the nonsingular bounce without

affecting it. Nevertheless, these adiabatic modes may become strongly coupled during the

bouncing phase, which can alter the power spectrum and induce non-Gaussianity. In the

next section, we study the nonlinearity in the evolution of such small perturbations for which

anisotropy is subdominant with respect to the scalar field energy density.

B. Nonlinearity and strong coupling

The adiabatic perturbation is calculated using the covariant formalism, i.e., by solving for

the integrated expansion N from Eq. (54). To quantify the magnitude of the nonlinearity,

we decompose N into Fourier modes at each time step,

N (t, x) = N (0)(t) +N (1)(t) cos(mx) +N (2)(t) cos(2mx) + · · · . (70)

The zeroth mode gives the homogeneous part of N , which corresponds to the background

solution N in Eq. (58). The first Fourier mode N (1) with k = m corresponds to the linear
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FIG. 9: (color online) Amplitude of the first few Fourier modes of the integrated expansion N ,

computed with parameters in (69): |N (0)| (black thick), |N (1)| (red dashed), |N (2)| (yellow dash-

dotted), |N (3)| (green dotted), |N (4)| (blue thin). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 1, so that

t = 0 corresponds to the bounce in the homogeneous case. In this example, the amplitude of the

higher Fourier modes, especially N (2), is separated by less than 1 order of magnitude from the

linear mode N (1), indicating that nonlinearity becomes significant during the bouncing phase.

perturbation given in Eq. (59), which can be compared to the curvature perturbation −ψ(h)

in the linear harmonic gauge, presented in Appendix A. The second Fourier mode N (2) can

only arise from nonlinearities in either the initial data or the evolution equations. For small

perturbations, quadratic terms would be the leading nonlinear contribution in a perturbative

expansion. Therefore, the amplitude of N (2) with double wavenumber k = 2m represents

the leading order nonlinearity in the curvature perturbation.

Consider the previous example with parameters given in (69). The first few Fourier

modes of the integrated expansion N are plotted as a function of the harmonic time t in

Fig. 9. It can be seen in this example that the nonlinearity is relatively large compared to

the amplitude of the linear term. In particular, the amplitude of N (2) is initially suppressed

with respect to N (1) by 2 orders of magnitude, but, after a short time, this ratio decreases to

less than 1 order of magnitude, indicating that nonlinearity is no longer negligible. Similar

behavior can also be observed for higher Fourier modes. Fig. 10 gives a direct comparison

between the amplitude of N (1) and N (2), showing that the latter rapidly grows in the

bouncing phase.
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FIG. 10: (color online) Comparison of the Fourier modes N (1) (red dashed) and N (2) (yellow

dash-dotted). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 9. The amplitude of N (2) becomes substantial

during the bounce as compared to N (1).
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FIG. 11: (color online) The homogeneous part of the integrated expansion, N (0) (continuous), as

compared to the background solution N (dashed). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 9. The

bouncing process in the inhomogeneous case deviates from the background solution due to the

substantial anisotropy as compared to the scalar field energy density.

In addition, Fig. 11 shows the homogeneous part of N , which is compared to the back-

ground solution N = ln a from Section II. The clear deviation from the background solution

is due to the presence of anisotropy with a considerable ratio of |σ2/Eχ| that affects the

bouncing process. Fig. 12 shows the amplitude of the first Fourier mode N (1), as compared

to the linear harmonic curvature perturbation −ψ(h) calculated in Appendix A. Also shown
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FIG. 12: (color online) The first Fourier mode of the integrated expansion, N (1) (dashed), as

compared to the curvature perturbation −ψh (dotted) and lapse perturbation 1
3Ah (continuous)

calculated by linear perturbation theory. t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 9. The clear

disagreement between the curves indicates the inaccuracy of linear perturbative calculations due

to the anisotropy.

in this figure is 1
3
A(h), where A(h) is the lapse perturbation in the linear harmonic gauge,

which should agree with N (1) at linear order due to the particular gauge condition (A4).

The disagreement between those curves indicates that calculations by linear perturbation

theory are far from accurate in this case, as a result of the substantial amount of inhomo-

geneity and anisotropy. Note that for both perturbative and nonperturbative calculations

presented in all figures, the numerical error is much smaller than the width of the curves,

so the differences between the curves here represent real deviations.

In the above example, nonlinearity is mainly caused by large inhomogeneity and

anisotropy as compared to the energy density of the scalar fields φ and χ. On the other

hand, consider sufficiently small perturbations for which anisotropy is negligible. In that

case, nonlinearity would be an indicator for the strong coupling problem of the curvature

perturbations. If the curvature perturbations become strongly coupled, then linear pertur-

bation theory results would receive corrections from higher order perturbations such as N (2).

We will check the amplitude of those higher Fourier modes and assess the validity of linear

perturbation theory.

Consider an example with much smaller amplitude of perturbations compared to previous
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FIG. 13: (color online) Amplitude of the first few Fourier modes of the integrated expansion N ,

computed with parameters in (71): |N (0)| (black thick), |N (1)| (red dashed), |N (2)| (yellow dash-

dotted), |N (3)| (green dotted), |N (4)| (blue thin). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 1, so that

t = 0 corresponds to the bounce in the homogeneous case. In this example, the amplitude of higher

Fourier modes are clearly suppressed with respect to the linear mode, indicating that nonlinearity

is negligible.

examples, with parameters

m = 0.01, λ = −0.3,

f0 = −0.00003, f1 = 0.00001, (71)

f2 = 0.00002, f3 = −0.00005.

The first few Fourier modes of the integrated expansion N are shown in Fig. 13. It can

be seen that the higher order Fourier modes are successively suppressed by many orders

of magnitude, suggesting that nonlinearity is negligible. Note that the common increase of

their amplitude near the end is an artifact of the harmonic slicing – as noted in Section III A,

the future infinity in physical time is compactified to a finite harmonic time, which appears

to amplify the inhomogeneities. Fig. 14 compares the amplitude of the second Fourier mode

N (2) to the first Fourier mode N (1). The fact that N (2) remains small compared to N (1)

throughout the bounce implies that nonlinearity is truly insignificant in this example.

For this same example, the value of N (0) is shown separately in Fig. 15, which agrees

perfectly with the background solution N = ln a from Section II. The amplitude of N (1) is

shown in Fig. 16, together with the linear harmonic curvature perturbation −ψ(h) calculated
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FIG. 14: (color online) Comparison of the Fourier modes N (1) (red dashed) and N (2) (yellow

dash-dotted). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 13. The amplitude of N (2) stays negligible as

compared to N (1).
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FIG. 15: (color online) The homogeneous part of the integrated expansion, N (0) (continuous), as

compared to the background solution N (dashed). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 13. The

perfect agreement shows that the background solution is a good approximation.

in Appendix A. The small discrepancy between N (1) and −ψ(h) is due to the gradient term

in Eq. (59). A better agreement is shown between N (1) and 1
3
A(h), which illustrates that

linear perturbation theory gives a quite accurate result for the curvature perturbation.

The fact that the evolution of a single Fourier mode does not suffer from nonlinearity

during the bounce suggests that each mode evolves independently. According to linear per-

turbation theory, the total curvature perturbation is a superposition of different modes. In
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FIG. 16: (color online) The first Fourier mode of the integrated expansion, N (1) (dashed), as

compared to the curvature perturbation −ψh (dotted) and lapse perturbation 1
3Ah (continuous)

calculated by linear perturbation theory. t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 13. All three curves

agree to good approximation, showing that linear perturbation theory works well in this case.

particular, there should be no mixing between various modes. We test the linear superpo-

sition by studying the evolution of multiple modes, using the ansatz (47 - 51). Similar to

the above analysis where we follow the amplitude of double wavenumber modes to check for

nonlinearity, below we focus on the amplitude of the mixed modes to address the validity of

superposition.

As an example, consider the parameters in (71) plus

m1 = 0.01. m2 = 0.03.

g0 = 0.00002, g1 = −0.00001, (72)

g2 = −0.00002, g3 = 0.00001,

which represent a second Fourier mode with an amplitude comparable to the mode given

by (71). Since m1 = m as in (71) and m2 = 3m, the mixed modes have wavenumbers

k = 2m and 4m. Following Eq. (70), we decompose the integrated expansion N into Fourier

modes with wavenumbers equal to multiples of m. Fig. 17 shows the amplitude of the first

few modes during the bounce. The principal modes with k = m and 3m have comparable

amplitudes, as set by the initial values, whereas the mixed modes with k = 2m and 4m

are clearly suppressed. This verifies that there is little mixing between different modes,

consistent with the absence of nonlinearity.
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FIG. 17: (color online) Amplitude of the first few Fourier modes of the integrated expansion N ,

computed with parameters in (72): |N (0)| (black thick), |N (1)| (red dashed), |N (2)| (yellow dash-

dotted), |N (3)| (green dotted), |N (4)| (blue thin). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 1, so that

t = 0 corresponds to the bounce in the homogeneous case. In this example, the amplitude of the

two input modes N (1) and N (3) are comparable to each other, whereas the mixed modes N (2) and

N (4) are suppressed, indicating that mode mixing is negligible.

Moreover, we compare the evolution of each principal mode in cases with and without the

presence of the other. In Fig. 18, the k = m mode in the current example is compared to the

result in the previous example where it is the only mode in the input. Alternatively, the k =

3m mode in the current example is compared to the case with gi’s given by (72) but fi’s set to

zero. In both comparisons the amplitude from single and double mode computations agree

perfectly, confirming that different modes evolve independently regardless of one another.

Let us comment on the apparent contradiction with a naive expectation based on typical

strong coupling analysis. The strong coupling argument states that, in the effective action

for the curvature perturbation ζ derived from a perturbative expansion of the Einstein

action, the cubic Lagrangian becomes comparable in size to the quadratic Lagrangian when

the parameter ε ≡ −Ḣ/H2 is much larger than 1 [31]. Such strong coupling can arise

either at the classical or the quantum level, depending on whether the modes have exited

the horizon. For superhorizon modes that evolve classically, strong coupling implies that

the linearized equations given by the quadratic Lagrangian would receive corrections from

quadratic terms given by the cubic Lagrangian; these quadratic terms become comparable

to the linear terms when ε is large, causing the evolution to become nonlinear. In that
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FIG. 18: (color online) k = m mode in the two-mode computation (red dashed) and the single-

mode computation (red continuous), k = 3m mode in the two-mode computation (green dotted)

and the single-mode computation (green continuous). t is scaled in the same way as in Fig. 17. The

agreement of two-mode and single-mode computations in each case shows that different Fourier

modes evolve independently.

case, solving the linearized equations would not give the correct result for the curvature

perturbation and linear perturbation theory would fail. In particular, near a nonsingular

bounce, ε diverges as H → 0, implying that the quadratic terms become singular.

To understand why the argument based on strong coupling analysis fails in this case, we

first note that the full equations of motion (9, 10) and (12) remain regular during the bounce.

Therefore a perturbative expansion in a well-defined gauge would not introduce singular

terms. In fact, the anticipated singular terms would only arise in the cubic Lagrangian that

is obtained by first eliminating the lapse and shift variables through the Hamiltonian and

momentum constraints [63–65]. In the same way, one may choose to eliminate the lapse

and shift variables in the equations of motion. For example, the momentum constraint

(A20) allows one to replace the lapse A with (−ψ′ + 1
2
φ′δφ − 1

2
χ′δχ)/H, incurring a factor

1/H that is singular at H = 0. However, the classical equations of motion ensure that

(−ψ′ + 1
2
φ′δφ − 1

2
χ′δχ) and H vanish proportionally so as to keep the lapse A finite at

the bounce. Hence the quadratic terms in the equations of motion involving ψ′ after the

substitution remain much smaller than the linear terms near the bounce, despite the singular

coefficient. This explains why at the classical level the nonlinearity is negligible even though

the cubic Lagrangian exhibits strong coupling. (Note that the situation is different at the
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quantum level where the perturbations can fluctuate independently of the fixed background

H. In this paper we do not consider the quantum strong coupling as we focus on the classical

evolution of adiabatic perturbations.)

C. Scale dependence

Next we study the power spectrum of the adiabatic modes. Instead of computing pertur-

bations in the harmonic gauge, we calculate the comoving curvature perturbation R which

becomes nearly constant on superhorizon scales in the expansion phase and determines the

power spectrum of primordial fluctuations. With two scalar fields, the comoving curvature

perturbation R can be defined as [23], at linear order,

R ≡ ψ +Hφ
′δφ− χ′δχ
φ′2 − χ′2

, (73)

where φ′ and χ′ are given by the background solution. This quantity R does not have a

covariant generalization. However, shortly before and after the bounce, since χ′ is negligible

compared to φ′, the value of R can be well approximated by the curvature perturbation Rφ

in the comoving φ gauge, given by Eq. (B9). Therefore we can use Rφ to study the power

spectrum of the adiabatic perturbations.

The covariant generalization of Rφ is the integrated expansion N (φ) on the constant φ

slices. As discussed in Section III B, N (φ) cannot be calculated directly in the numerical

computation. Nevertheless, for small amplitudes where anisotropy is negligible compared to

the scalar field energy density, linear perturbation theory is shown to work throughout the

bounce. Therefore we adopt the definition from there and use Eq. (62) to reconstruct Rφ.

At linear order,

R(1)
φ = −N (1) +

Ṅ (0)

φ̇(0)
φ(1), (74)

where the quantities on the right hand side are calculated in the harmonic gauge, and the

superscript (k) denotes the kth Fourier mode in an expansion like (70).

To calculate the power spectrum, the initial values for the perturbations are no longer

chosen arbitrarily. Instead, the adiabatic perturbations arise from quantum fluctuations

that are determined by the Bunch-Davies vacuum state when the modes are deep inside the

horizon in the early contraction phase. Recall that during the contraction phase the χ field

is negligible, and the φ field follows a scaling solution with a matter-like equation of state
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w = 0. For such background evolution, the scalar field perturbations in the flat gauge are

given by (see Appendix B)

δφψ ≈ −iC1(k)(t− t−∞) + C2(k) , (75)

and the same for δχψ. The Fourier coefficients C1(k) and C2(k) depend on the wavenumber

k as C1 ∼ k−3/2 and C2 ∼ k3/2. The C1 term dominates at late times and represents the

growing mode that carries a scale invariant power spectrum, whereas the C2 term is constant

and subdominant. The value for C2 is related to C1 by Eq. (B8),

C2(k) =
8

3

∣∣∣∣ kaH
∣∣∣∣3(−2

3H

)
C1(k) , (76)

and the value for C1 should be normalized such that the final amplitude of the adia-

batic perturbation matches the observed power spectrum of the primordial fluctuations

(see Eq. (B17)). For now, we take

C1(k) ∼ 3.5× 10−5

(kL)3/2
, (77)

and bear in mind that it should be rescaled to the proper value in the end.

Thus, for our calculation that starts in the late contraction phase, the initial values for

the scalar field perturbations in the flat gauge are

δφψ(0) = δχψ(0) = −iC1(k)
( −2

3H0

)
+ C2(k) , (78)

δφ′ψ(0) = δχ′ψ(0) = −iC1(k) , (79)

The initial values for δφ, δφ′, δχ, and δχ′ in the harmonic gauge are obtained through a

linear transformation

δφψ(0) = δφ(0) +
φ′0
H0

ψ(0) , (80)

δφ′ψ(0) = δφ′(0)−
(
a60V0φ

′
0 − ca60V0H0

H2
0

)
ψ(0) +

φ′0
2H0

(
φ′0δφ(0)− χ′0δχ(0)

)
, (81)

δχψ(0) = δχ(0) +
χ′0
H0

ψ(0) , (82)

δχ′ψ(0) = δχ′(0)−
(
a60V0χ

′
0

H2
0

)
ψ(0) +

χ′0
2H0

(
φ′0δφ(0)− χ′0δχ(0)

)
, (83)
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FIG. 19: (color online) Amplitude of the growing mode (green continuous) and the constant mode

(red dotted) with Bunch-Davies initial values for m = 0.01. The growing mode gives the dominant

contribution to the amplitude after the bounce.

where ψ(0) is given in terms of δφ′(0), δχ′(0), and δφ(0) by Eq. (A37),

ψ(0) = − 1

2a40k
2

(
φ′0δφ

′(0)− χ′0δχ′(0)− ca60V0δφ(0)
)
. (84)

To account for the two modes C1 and C2, we use the ansatz (47 - 51) with the same

wavenumber m1 = m2 = m, but different phases d1 = −π
2

and d2 = 0. The C2 mode

corresponds to the amplitude of cos(mx) in a Fourier expansion as before, whereas the C1

mode corresponds to the amplitude of sin(mx) (see Eq. (B14)). The parameters f0 - f3

are inferred from the C1 term in δφ(0), δφ′(0), δχ(0), and δχ′(0) by using Eqs. (A34, A35)

and (A36) in Appendix A, and similarly for g0 - g3 from the C2 term. Note that the last

term in Eq. (51) vanishes because the Bunch-Davies initial values ensure that the coefficient

f0g1 − f1g0 − f2g3 + f3g2 equals 0 identically.

As an example, we calculate the growing (C1) mode and the constant (C2) mode for

m = 0.01. The comoving curvature perturbation Rφ for each mode is extracted from the

integrated expansion N and the scalar field φ according to Eq. (74). Their amplitudes are

shown in Fig. 19 as a function of the number of e-folds N , which is shifted such that the

bounce occurs at N = 0, and the sign is chosen so that N is negative before and positive

after the bounce. Note that the spikes near the bounce are due to the moment when φ̇(0) = 0

in Eq. (74), which again illustrates that N (φ) cannot be evolved directly through the bounce.

The result shows that the growing mode in the contraction phase becomes constant
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quickly after the bounce, and remains dominant in the expansion phase. Meanwhile, the

constant mode in the contraction phase also contributes a constant amplitude in the expan-

sion phase, but is negligible compared to the contribution from the growing mode. This

matching condition implies that the power spectrum of primordial fluctuations in the ex-

pansion phase is primarily determined by the growing mode in the contraction phase, in

agreement with [8, 23]. Note that the perturbation amplitude grows even after horizon

crossing because the matter-like contraction phase is not an attractor. In addition, the

asymmetry of the evolution before and after the bounce is due to the entropic perturbations

between the two scalar fields. Such entropic perturbations source the adiabatic perturba-

tions near the bounce when the χ field is significant. After the bounce, the χ field energy

quickly diminishes, and the adiabatic perturbation approaches a constant.

To check the scale invariance of the power spectrum, we analyze the dependence of the

perturbation amplitude on the wavenumber k. In the matter-like contraction phase after

horizon crossing, the growing mode (C1) has the correct k-dependence, C1 ∼ k−3/2. To

maintain the scale invariance into the expansion phase, modes with different wavenumbers

must have the same factor of amplification during the bounce. Otherwise, a slight change

in the scale dependence would induce a small tilt or running in the power spectrum.

As a case study, we calculate the comoving curvature perturbation Rφ for wavenumbers

k = m and 3m, where m = 0.01. Since the amplitude is dominated by the growing mode for

each k, in the ansatz (47 - 51) we include only the C1 term for each of the two wavenumbers

m1 = 0.01 and m2 = 0.03, with d1 = d2 = −π
2
. Fig. 20 shows their amplitude on a logarith-

mic scale; their relative amplitude, given by the vertical distance between the curves, stays

approximately the same before and after the bounce. This suggests that the amplification

factor for the perturbation amplitude depends very weakly on the wavenumber k. Hence,

the power spectrum remains nearly scale invariant after the bounce. Fig. 21 shows the ratio

between the amplitude of the two modes. The slight increase of this ratio after the bounce

indicates a slightly larger amplitude at long wavelengths, hence a red tilt. However, as

shown below, the amount of tilt turns out to be negligible on observable scales.

In order to quantify the deviation from scale invariance, we calculate the amplitude

of the comoving curvature perturbation for a number of k modes ranging over ∼ 10 e-

folds. Since their evolution is well in the linear regime, we simply use the perturbative

calculation presented in Appendices A and B. The power spectrum is given by Eq. (B17),
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FIG. 20: (color online) Amplitude of the comoving curvature perturbation Rφ for wavenumbers

m1 = 0.01 (green continuous) and m2 = 0.03 (blue dashed). Their relative amplitude, given

by the vertical distance, stays approximately the same after the bounce, showing that the scale

dependence of the evolution of the perturbation amplitudes during the bounce is weak.
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FIG. 21: The ratio between the amplitude of the Fourier modes with k = m and k = 3m. The

increase of the ratio after the bounce implies a small red tilt (though negligible for observable

modes, see Fig. 22).

∆2
R ∼ k3|R|2, as shown in Fig. 22. The amplitude has been rescaled to match the observed

value ∆2
R ≈ 2.4 × 10−9 in the limit k → 0. The absolute value of the numbers on the

log k axis represents the number of e-folds after the mode exits the horizon and before the

bouncing phase. The deviation of the power spectrum from a straight line indicates that

there is a running of the spectral index on top of a tilt. However, the change in the amplitude
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FIG. 22: The power spectrum of the comoving curvature perturbation Rφ after the bounce. The

change in the amplitude over ∼ 10 e-folds of wavenumbers is as small as 10−3, and becomes

negligible for even smaller k that corresponds to observable modes.

is as small as ∼ 10−3 over ∼ 10 e-folds that are shown in the figure. Such changes become

negligible for even smaller k, especially the modes with | log k| ∼ 50 - 60 that are measured

in the CMB. Therefore, in practice, there is no observable spectral tilt or running.

The conservation of the power spectrum across the bounce can be understood from the

smooth evolution of the long wavelength modes through the bounce. If the long wavelength

modes stay outside the “horizon” during the bounce, then their dynamics barely depends

on their wavenumbers. Here the “horizon” scale is not simply 1/aH, which becomes infinite

at a nonsingular bounce. Instead, it should represent the length scale at which the spatial

gradient terms in the equations of motion become negligible compared to the time deriva-

tives. A good estimate may come from the evolution equation for linear perturbations, e.g.,

Eq. (B1) in Appendix B, in which k2 should be compared to a′′/a = a2(Ḣ + 2H2). This last

quantity does not vanish near the bounce since Ḣ is positive during the bouncing phase. It

can be checked that the wavenumbers k considered in our computations are indeed much

smaller than a(Ḣ + 2H2)1/2 throughout the bounce.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented the first nonperturbative calculation that tracks cosmic evolution

through a non-singular bounce. Our computation is based on a bouncing model with one
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canonical scalar field that drives a matter-like (w = 0) contraction phase and another ghost

field that induces a nonsingular bounce. We have shown that large inhomogeneity and

anisotropy compared to the energy density of the ghost field can disrupt the bounce. Non-

linear effects become substantial when the anisotropy is close to or larger than the ghost

field energy density that is responsible for inducing the bounce. For smaller perturbations,

the anisotropy remains subdominant and does not affect the nonsingular bounce. In those

cases, such as one with an amplitude consistent with observed primordial fluctuations, non-

linearities are insignificant during the bounce and the strong coupling problem does not

occur for superhorizon modes, indicating that the nonsingular bounce does not cause large

non-Gaussianity. We have further analyzed the scale dependence of the amplitude of the

adiabatic perturbations and showed that, given scale invariant amplitudes generated in the

matter-like contraction phase, the power spectrum remains scale invariant in the expansion

phase without observable deviations, consistent with current observational constraints.

A new picture that emerges from our study is that the nonsingular bounce can happen

in separate parts of the universe. Specifically, regions of the universe that are overwhelmed

by inhomogeneity and anisotropy collapse into singularities, whereas regions with relatively

smooth and isotropic conditions pass through a nonsingular bounce. This gives a completely

different global picture of a nonsingular bouncing universe from what has been expected by

linear perturbative analysis. The new scenario resembles the “phoenix universe” model

[66] in which a contracting universe collapses in certain regions and bounces in the others,

except that here the bounce is nonsingular. Since the inhomogeneous regions of the universe

terminate in singularities (barring quantum effects), the volume of the universe is dominated

by the desirable regions that pass through the bounce and expand. One can further imagine

that the local amplitude of the primordial fluctuations within an expanding region that

bounced successfully evolves indifferently to the existence of collapsed regions that are way

beyond the horizon. Since the evolution of different regions of the universe can be followed

through the bounce by directly solving classical equations of motion, it may be possible to

find a definite probability measure for various observables over all bouncing regions.

There are some drawbacks in the specific model considered in this paper, especially

that the matter-like contraction is not an attractor solution. Consequently, a sufficiently

long period of matter-like contraction phase requires fine-tuning of initial values for the

background solution. Moreover, classical inhomogeneity and anisotropy grow faster than the
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background energy density with a matter-like equation of state, so it requires further fine-

tuning to suppress inhomogeneities during the contraction phase. Furthermore, although

the matter-like contraction phase can create scale invariant adiabatic perturbations, the

dominant mode of these perturbations that carries the scale invariant power spectrum is not

conserved even on superhorizon scales; hence the amplitude of the adiabatic perturbations

in the expansion phase is different from that at the horizon crossing.

The problem with the growth of inhomogeneity and anisotropy can be avoided in an

ekpyrotic contraction phase. The ekpyrotic contraction is an attractor that automatically

smooths away initial inhomogeneity, spatial curvature, and anisotropy [45–47]. It may be

possible to have such an ekpyrotic phase before (or after, e.g., in [27]) the matter-like con-

traction phase to provide extremely homogeneous and isotropic conditions for the latter.

Nevertheless, the initial values for the scalar fields would still require fine-tuning in order for

the homogeneous solution to stay close to the scaling solution during the entire matter-like

contraction phase; the non-conservation of the growing mode of the adiabatic perturbations

outside the horizon still exists as well.

Alternatively, it is possible to completely replace the matter-like contraction phase by an

ekpyrotic contraction phase. Instead of using the matter-like contraction phase to generate

scale invariant adiabatic perturbations, the latter can be generated through an entropic

mechanism with the existing two scalar fields [9–11, 67, 68]. The entropic perturbations

between the two fields can be converted into adiabatic perturbations at the end of the

ekpyrotic phase, which then become conserved outside the horizon. Based on our results,

we expect the adiabatic perturbations to evolve through the nonsingular bounce without

altering the scale invariance of the power spectrum. This new scenario will be pursued

elsewhere [69].

The remaining issue is the quantum instability of the ghost field that is used to violate the

NEC and induce the nonsingular bounce. The ghost field serves as an effective mechanism

for describing the bouncing process and studying the classical perturbations on superhorizon

scales. To complete the model, the ghost field must be stabilized by some unknown UV-

completion mechanism which is not considered here. The positive results of our above

analysis inspire us to look for more realistic mechanisms of creating a nonsingular bounce

that is free from the ghost instability.
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Appendix A: Linear perturbations in harmonic gauge

Here we present the calculation of linear perturbations in the harmonic gauge. The

background solution in harmonic time t is given in Section II. Consider the following metric

with scalar perturbations,

ds2 = −a6(1 + 2A)dt2 + 2a4B,idtdx
i + a2

(
(1− 2ψ)δij + 2E,ij

)
dxidxj. (A1)

After computing the Christoffel symbols, one finds, to linear order,

gµνΓ0
µν = − 1

a6
[
A′ + 3ψ′ −∇2(E ′ − a2B)

]
, (A2)

gµνΓiµν = − 1

a6
[
(a2B)′ + a4(A− ψ −∇2E)

],i
. (A3)

Therefore the harmonic gauge condition (14) is specified by the constraints

C0 ≡ A′ + 3ψ′ −∇2(E ′ − a2B) = 0 , (A4)

C ≡ (a2B)′ + a4(A− ψ −∇2E) = 0 . (A5)

Under an infinitesimal coordinate transformation

t→ t+ ξ0, xi → xi + ξ,i , (A6)

the metric perturbations become

A→ A− 3Hξ0 − (ξ0)′ , (A7)

B → B + a2ξ0 − 1
a2
ξ′ , (A8)

ψ → ψ +Hξ0 , (A9)
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E → E − ξ , (A10)

hence the constraints C0, C become

C0 → C0 − (ξ0)′′ + a4∇2ξ0 , (A11)

C → C − ξ′′ + a4∇2ξ . (A12)

Therefore, to transform into the harmonic gauge, one needs to solve a wave equation for

each ξ0 and ξ. Such solutions do exist for the bouncing background, hence the harmonic

gauge is well defined throughout the bouncing phase. Note also that the harmonic gauge

has a residual gauge freedom allowed by homogeneous solutions to the wave equations for

ξ0 and ξ.

The Einstein tensor Gµ
ν is given by, up to first order in perturbations,

G0
0 = − 3

a6
H2 +

2

a6

[
3H(ψ′ +HA)−∇2(a4ψ +Hσ)

]
, (A13)

G0
i =

2

a6

[
− ψ′ −HA

]
,i
, (A14)

Gi
j =

1

a6
(−2H′ + 3H2) +

1

a6

[
a4ψ − a4A+ σ′

],i
,j

+
2

a6

[
(ψ′ +HA)′ + (H′ − 3H2)A− 1

2
∇2
(
a4ψ − a4A+ σ′

)]
δij . (A15)

Here σ is the shear perturbation, σ ≡ E ′−a2B. Then for the scalar fields with perturbations

δφ and δχ, the stress energy tensor given by the Lagrangian (1) is, up to first order,

T 0
0 = − 1

a6

[
1
2
(φ′

2 − χ′2) + a6V
]
− 1

a6

[
− (φ′

2 − χ′2)A+ (φ′δφ′ − χ′δχ′) + a6V,φδφ
]
, (A16)

T 0
i = − 1

a6
(
φ′δφ− χ′δχ

)
,i
, (A17)

T ij =
1

a6

[
1
2
(φ′

2 − χ′2)− a6V
]
δij +

1

a6

[
(φ′δφ′ − χ′δχ′)− (φ′

2 − χ′2)A− a6V,φδφ
]
δij . (A18)

Setting Gµ
ν = T µν gives the linearized equations

3Hψ′ +H′A− a4∇2ψ −H∇2σ = −1
2
(φ′δφ′ − χ′δχ′)− 1

2
a6V,φδφ , (A19)

ψ′ +HA = 1
2
(φ′δφ− χ′δχ) , (A20)

σ′ + a4ψ − a4A = 0 , (A21)

ψ′′ +HA′ +H′A = 1
2
(φ′δφ′ − χ′δχ′)− 1

2
a6V,φδφ . (A22)
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In addition, the equations of motion for δφ and δχ are

δφ′′ − a4∇2δφ+ a6V,φφδφ+ 2a6V,φA− φ′(A′ + 3ψ′ −∇2σ) = 0 , (A23)

δχ′′ − a4∇2δχ− χ′(A′ + 3ψ′ −∇2σ) = 0 . (A24)

Eq. (A22) is redundant since it can be derived from (A20). Eq. (A19) serves as the Hamil-

tonian constraint, whereas Eq. (A20) is the momentum constraint.

Specifying to the harmonic gauge, Eq. (A4) becomes a dynamical equation for A, and

Eq. (A5) for B. The complete set of equations are then given by, for a single Fourier mode

with wavenumber k,

A′ + 3ψ′ + k2(E ′ − a2B) = 0 , (A25)

B′ + 2HB + a2(A− ψ + k2E) = 0 , (A26)

ψ′ +HA = 1
2
(φ′δφ− χ′δχ) , (A27)

E ′′ + a4k2E = 0 , (A28)

δφ′′ + a4k2δφ+ a6V,φφδφ+ 2a6V,φA = 0 , (A29)

δχ′′ + a4k2δχ = 0 , (A30)

with a constraint coming from Eqs. (A19, A20),

− 1
2
(φ′2−χ′2)A+a4k2ψ+Hk2(E ′−a2B)+ 1

2
(φ′δφ′−χ′δχ′)+ 1

2
a6V,φδφ+ 3

2
H(φ′δφ−χ′δχ) = 0.

(A31)

The initial values for δφ, δφ′, δχ, δχ′, A, B, ψ, E, and E ′ are chosen to agree with the

initial data for our numerical computations, Eqs. (37 - 46). At linear order,

A(0) = 0, B(0) = 0, (A32)

ψ(0) = −2δΨ, E(0) = 0, (A33)

δφ(0) = f1, δφ′(0) = a30(f0 − 6φ̇0δΨ), (A34)

δχ(0) = f3, δχ′(0) = a30(f2 − 6χ̇0δΨ), (A35)

and E ′(0) is given by the constraint equation (A31). Here δΨ is given by the conformal

factor Ψ in Eq. (29) expanded to linear order,

δΨ =
φ̇0f0 − χ̇0f2 − cV0f1

4(9H2
0 − 3V0 + k2/a20)

, (A36)
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and the parameters f0 - f3 are specified according to our numerical computations. Note that

the above initial values satisfy the relation

ψ(0) = − 1

2a0k2
(
φ̇0δφ

′(0)− χ̇0δχ
′(0) + a30V

′
0δφ(0)

)
, (A37)

which agrees with the constant mean curvature initial data in our numerical computations.

Appendix B: Bunch-Davies initial values

The adiabatic perturbations arise from quantum fluctuations when the modes are deep

inside the horizon. The scalar field perturbations can be studied by using the canonical

variables uφ = a δφ and uχ = a δχ [70], which satisfy the equation

u′′ − a′′

a
u+ k2u = 0, (B1)

where in this equation ′ denotes the derivative with respect to the conformal time η, defined

by dη = dτ/a. For a matter-like contraction phase with w = 0, the scale factor a follows a

power law solution a ∼ (−τ)2/3 ∼ (−η)2, hence a′′/a = 2/η2. When the mode is deep inside

the horizon, k(−η)� 1, the quantum fluctuations should match the Bunch-Davies vacuum

state,

u→ 1√
2k

e−ikη . (B2)

For this initial condition, the solution to Eq. (B1) is given by

u =

√
πx

4k
H(1)
ν (x) ei(

ν
2
+π

4
) , (B3)

where x = k(−η), and H
(1)
ν is the Hankel function of the order ν = 3

2
. As x→ 0 in the late

contraction phase, the Hankel function takes the asymptotic form

H(1)
ν →

1

Γ(ν + 1)

(x
2

)ν
− i Γ(ν)

π

(x
2

)−ν
. (B4)

Neglecting the unsubstantial phase factor in (B3), the scalar field perturbation can be written

as

δφψ ∼
1

3
√

2
k3/2 − i

8
√

2
k−3/2(−η)−3 , (B5)

and the same for δχψ.
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Switching to the harmonic time t, using the relation dt = dη/a2 and hence (−η) ∼

(t− t−∞)−1/3, we can write

δφψ = −iC1(k)(t− t−∞) + C2(k), (B6)

where t−∞ corresponds to the time when η → −∞. The constants C1, C2 scale as

C1(k) ∼ k−3/2, C2(k) ∼ k3/2, (B7)

and their relative size is fixed by Eq. (B5),

C2

C1

=
8

3
(−kη)3(τ − τ−∞) =

8

3

∣∣∣ k
aH

∣∣∣3(−2

3H

)
. (B8)

Therefore, for long wavelengths with k � aH, the C1 term in Eq. (B6) dominates and gives

rise to a scale invariant power spectrum. The size of C1 can be normalized according to the

comoving curvature perturbation R as follows.

The curvature perturbation Rφ in the comoving φ gauge is defined as

Rφ ≡ ψ +Hδφ
φ′
, (B9)

which is related to the scalar field perturbation δφψ in the flat gauge by Rφ = H
φ′
δφψ. In our

computation we consider a finite volume of size L with periodic boundary condition. So the

amplitude can be expanded as a Fourier series

R(x) =
∑
k

Rk e
ik·x , (B10)

where ki = 2π
L
ni, ni = 0,±1, · · · , and

Rk =
1

L3

∫
d3xR(x) e−ik·x . (B11)

We can write Rk ≡ ak − ibk, where

ak =
1

L3

∫
d3xR(x) cos(k · x) , (B12)

bk =
1

L3

∫
d3xR(x) sin(k · x) . (B13)

The reality of R(x) implies a−k = ak and b−k = −bk. These two coefficients ak, bk nicely

correspond to the C2 and C1 terms above. In terms of these coefficients, the real space

amplitude can be written as

R(x) =
∑
k

ak cos(k · x) + bk sin(k · x) . (B14)
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In the limit L→∞, the Fourier transform becomes

R(x)→ L3

(2π)3

∫
d3kRk e

ik·x . (B15)

And the autocorrelation function is given by

〈R(x)2〉 =
1

L3

∫
d3xR(x)R(x)∗ =

L3

(2π)3

∫
d3k

∣∣Rk

∣∣2 =

∫
d log k

(kL)3

2π2

∣∣Rk

∣∣2 . (B16)

The power spectrum can be defined as

∆2
R ≡

(kL)3

2π2

∣∣Rk

∣∣2 , (B17)

which has to match the observed nearly scale invariant amplitude ∆2
R ≈ 2.4× 10−9 [71].
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